Catification: Designing A Happy And Stylish Home For Your Cat (and You!)
A New York Times bestseller! The star of Animal Planet’s hit television series My Cat from Hell, Jackson Galaxy, shows cat owners everywhere how to make their homes both cat-friendly and chic. Cat owners know the struggles of creating living spaces that are both functional and stylish for owner and cat. Don’t just go to your local pet shop and adorn your home with unattractive cat towers and kitty beds. In Catification, Jackson Galaxy, the star of Animal Planet’s My Cat from Hell, and Kate Benjamin, of the popular cat design website Hauspanther.com, walk readers through a step-by-step process of designing an attractive home that is also an optimal environment for cats. This gorgeously designed, full-color book includes more than twenty fun DIY projects, from kitty beds and litter boxes to catio (cat patios) that will be sure to make readers and their cats purr in approval.

**Synopsis**

Jackson Galaxy coined the term “catification” on his hit TV show “My Cat From Hell.” The concept is based on the fact that at their core, even our domesticated cats are still wild animals, and while we’ve invited them into our homes to share our lives, we can’t expect them to completely give up all their instincts. We have to look at our living space from the cat’s point of view and provide an environment that keeps them stimulated. Cat style expert Kate Benjamin, the founder and publisher of Hauspanther, believes that good design can enhance the way we live with cats and improve our lives and the lives of our beloved feline companions. Kate combined her love for cats with her passion for interior design, and here she shares her secrets to creating a home that both owners and their pets will love. This is not just a book for cat lovers, but for anyone who wants to create a more stylish and functional living space.
of cats with her passion for interior design, architecture, product design, graphic design, art, and fashion, and for the last seven years, she has been showcasing her catification solutions on Hauspanther. Kate has assisted Jackson Galaxy on several episodes of My Cat From Hell in creating stylish, cat-friendly environments. This book is the result of the collaboration between these two champions of cats. Galaxy and Benjamin offer the definitive guide to creating a cat-friendly home environment by sharing design tips and DIY projects that can be accomplished by even those who may be afraid of using a hammer and nails. Projects range from simple wall shelves and kitty hammocks to elaborate cat trees and outdoor enclosures. The first part of the book explains why catification is crucial for happier cats, happier humans, and a deeper bond between the two species. Many behavior problems can be prevented or eliminated by providing an enriched environment. Catification is essential for single cat as well as multi-cat households.
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